
 

Growing Wool in a Cold Climate –  The View From The North 

Lesley Prior spoke about the challenges and opportunities for growing Superfine wool in the UK. She runs 250 Merinos 

on her farm in Devon, SW England. Annual rainfall is 1000mm+ but winter housing avoids much of that. Grass is plentiful 

year round.  

She runs 3 groups within her flock. 1. Originals derived from 30yr old  Valleyfields, Connorville, Sierra Park and a little 

Merryville blood. 2. Originals X Rockbank via semen imports  from Bralca stud, NSW, and 3. 100% Australian embryo 

flock also derived from Rockbank via Bralca. The Original flock has the highest genetic resistance to Scrapie.  A useful 

transferable characteristic important for the EU export trade. 

After 11 years work, wool quality is excellent with 10 month lambs 

in all 3 groups, around 14µ. Body size and wool cut per head are the 

biggest challenges in the sheep. The embryo flock, born 2015, are 

already the biggest with the heaviest cut. 

Marketing the wool has to be direct to retailer. There is no auction 

system for wool of this fineness in the UK. Lesley has worked hard 

developing contacts through the industry and can offer a retailer a 

complete processing chain if they require it.  

What makes retailers buy UK Superfine when Australian is cheaper? 

The answer is a great backstory which Lesley expanded using three 

terms - Accessibility, Acceptability, Marketability. Northern 

Hemisphere consumers for high end wool products are informed and 

articulate about their wool – if not always accurate. They want the 

highest welfare standards coupled with care for the environment. 

Retailers can visit the Bowmont Merino property and see for 

themselves all daily activities. High Welfare is top of the list of 

requirements.  Mulesing (not allowed in the UK), is always asked 

about and tailing and castration are increasingly mentioned. Lesley 

explains her policy on both when asked. There is pressure in the EU to 

ban all non-therapeutic mutilations of farm animals so alternatives are 

being looked at. PETA and other organisations are having a big impact 

on consumer perceptions.  One man’s cruelty is another man’s good 

husbandry and Lesley made the point that Acceptability is entirely 

what the consumer decides it to be – not the grower.  

The future looks good. Lesley has a queue of potential customers. She is about to import a broader, bigger framed strain 

of 19-21µ for the next stage of growth and development. There is potential export trade with Continental Europe where 

growers are reluctant to buy genetics from Australia without proof they will do well under European conditions. The 

Bowmont stud can offer that verification.  

Lesley concluded by making a call to arms. PETA and others do not have a monopoly on passion or obsession. We must 

be prepared, as individual growers, to get out there and shout equally “loud and proud” about what we do if we want to 

safeguard our future.  

Lesley can be contacted via info@bowmontuk.com   www.bowmontuk.com 
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